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Hansar Bangkok Partners with Luxurious Siam Paragon to Offer
Guests a Complimentary VIP Personal Shopping Service for
Small Leading Hotels (SLH) Members
(Shop Till You Drop – in Style then retire for Cocktails and Spa Pampering)
Welcome to Hansar Bangkok – a sanctuary of elegance, sophistication and exceptional comfort
in the heart of the City of Angels, a shopper’s paradise. Hansar Bangkok is located on Rajdamri
Road near elegant shopping areas and the lush greenery of the Royal Bangkok Sports Club,
With exceptional hospitality and highly personalized individual service, Hansar Bangkok offers
the best of both worlds; a boutique experience with extremely spacious accommodations.
Comprising 94 suites, the lead in Studio Suite offers an impressive 60 square meters of luxurious
ergonomic design.
From a sporty yellow Ferrari to a pair of Jimmy Choo shoes straight from the set of Sex and the
City, Siam Paragon is a shopping mall without rival in Southeast Asia when it comes to luxury
goods. This shopping and entertainment complex is an upmarket, five-storey collussus with
500,000 square metres of retail space. The gleaming modern mall opened in December 2005 at
the cost of US$375 million and is home to more than 250 famed international and local luxury
brands.
SLH members can shop till they drop, in style, and then return to Hansar Bangkok for cocktails
in the trendy VUE Bar, an elegant dinner in EVE restaurant, and spa pampering at LUXSA Spa.
Perfect!
From 1 July 2011 – 31 December 2011, Hansar Bangkok and Siam Paragon will offer a
complimentary VIP personal shopping service for SLH members who book the best value rate
directly to the hotel website (www.hansarbangkok.com)
VIP Shopping Privileges include:
Ø A personally assigned one-on-one personal shopping assistant from Siam Paragon for up
to three hours daily at guests preferred timing (Siam Paragon is open daily from
10.00am until 10.00pm)
Ø Discount benefits provided by Siam Paragon in the “Tourist Discount Card” which
includes discount vouchers in Siam Paragon Plaza
Ø Purchases will be delivered to the hotel by Siam Paragon
Ø Complimentary return limousine transfers from Hansar Bangkok and Siam Paragon
courtesy of the hotel.
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-2How it Works:
Guests book the service at the hotel with at least one day’s notice and complete their shopping
‘wish list’. The hotel will then liaise with the VIP Shopping Assistant at Siam Paragon to set up
the guest’s preferred time slot and send the shopping list. The guest will be greeted by their
personal shopper on arrival at the Platinum Lounge Club at Siam Paragon and then the shopping
begins!
Reservations can be made through Hansar Bangkok on: www.hansarbangkok.com
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